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1545-2-1

00:00:09  1) “Japan - US Air Force Guards Northern Skies”                                    (N) Newsreels:
-00:02:02     <“In Northern Hokkaido, the U.S. Air Force maintains a                          Telenews 0397
                    constant vigilance against sudden attack, protecting our new ally,             (S-2)
                    Japan under the recently ratified Peace Treaty.”>
                    -LS snow blow operating, MS pilot running towards F-84
                    Thunderjets, MS pilot climbing into F-84, CU pilot putting on
                    helmet, MS F-84 taxiing past camera, taking off, in flight, peeling off
                    (05/22/52)

1545-1-3

00:02:06  1) “Japan - New Jersey Arrives”                                                                (S) Newsreels:
-00:02:55     - battleship, Navy band playing, Geishas doing welcome dance                Telenews Wk. Vol. 5
                   on ship  (1951)                                                                                               (S-4)
                                                                                                                                          [sound]

00:02:59  2) “Japan - Red Attackers Nabbed By GI’s”                                             (N) Newsreels:
-00:04:38     <“Memorial Day violence in Tokyo’s Imperial Plaza as Reds                   Telenews Wk. Vol. 4
                    stone four American GI’s, battle MP’s and Japanese Police.                       (S-4)
                    Attempt to mob police station and rescue eight ringleaders is                     [sound]
                    frustrated, and leaders receive long prison terms.”>  (06/11/50)

00:04:41  3) “Inside Japan”                                                                                        (N) Newsreels:
-00:09:01     <“This is a report on the condition of the people of Japan as the               Telenews -
                    third year of the American era begins. The first characteristic                    Japan -3-
                    of Japan in 1947 is hunger, with the main energies of the                           [sound]
                   population devoted to the constant search for  food. The fish supply
                   means the difference between life and death for many a Japanese
                   family and every seaside inlet is lined with people trying to obtain
                   food from the sea whether it be minnows or seaweed. Seaweed has
                   become a food staple for the meager fish supply usually reaches
                   the cities only through black market channels. Hunger has always been
                   present in Japan, but today starvation has given the cities the appearance 
                   of famine days in India. Under allied guidance a gradual rebirth is taken
                   place. Out of the despair of defeat and economic disaster a new Japan is
                   starting to appear. Along with the physical rehabilitation of Japan an attempt
                   is being made to rebuild the minds of the people so that they can understand the
                   democratic processes so foreign to their past. Someday these people will
                   have to be trusted with their own fate. We have set 73 million people on the
                   march. Will they adhere to democratic principals?”>
                   (11/19/47)  <Wk. Vol. 1 #30>


